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Abstract. Observations of quiescent prominence oscillations point out their finite lifetime, which suggests the
presence of time damping. Recent analysis of ground-based observations of prominence oscillations (Molowny-
Horas et al. 1999) has revealed for the first time the temporal damping of velocity perturbations at different
spatial locations within a quiescent prominence. Although the damping of wave motions can be explained using a
variety of mechanisms, here we have adopted a very simple one, namely a radiative loss term based on Newton’s
law of cooling with constant relaxation time (τR), to analyse the influence of this type of radiative dissipation on
the modes of oscillation of Kippenhahn-Schlüter and Menzel quiescent prominence models. Among other results,
it is shown that slow modes are characterised by short damping times, which indicates that these oscillations are
heavily damped, whereas fast modes are practically unaffected by this radiative dissipation and have very long
damping times. Moreover, for a range of values of the radiative relaxation time the fundamental slow mode attains
very large values of the period because of the destabilising effect of gravity. On the other hand, three-dimensional
dispersion diagrams (i.e. plots of the real and imaginary parts of the frequency versus the wavenumber) are used
to investigate the coupling between slow and fast modes. It turns out that far from adiabatic and isothermal
conditions, the radiation mechanism can effectively decouple the two magnetoacoustic modes.
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1. Introduction

Seismology of solar coronal structures, such as promi-
nences, serves to probe their nature and physical prop-
erties. During recent years, observational evidence about
the presence of small-amplitude periodic oscillations or
waves in quiescent prominences, seen at the solar limb or
on the disk, has been gathered and is well summarised
in reviews by Tsubaki (1988), Vršnak (1993) and Oliver
(2000, 2001), to which the reader is referred for thorough
information.

Up to now, observational evidence relies on the anal-
ysis of data provided by time series of several indicators
such as Doppler velocity, line width, line intensity, etc.
obtained with ground-based solar telescopes. These anal-
ysis have permitted to establish that these small ampli-
tude oscillations are of local nature and to classify them in
long-period oscillations (T > 40 min), intermediate-period
(10 min < T < 40 min) and short-period (T < 10 min),
although this classification does not reflect the origin or
nature of the perturbations causing these different peri-
ods. On the other hand, so far there is little informa-
tion about the wavelength, phase speed and lifetime of
oscillations. Molowny-Horas et al. (1997) observed oscilla-
tions in different parts of a quiescent prominence and, for
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one of these parts and assuming plane wave propagation,
they were able to obtain lower limits to the group speed
(vg ≥ 4.4 km s−1), to the phase speed (vp ≥ 44 km s−1)
and to the wavelength (λ ≥ 20 000 km), and the lifetime of
oscillations, which was around 12 min. This last feature,
the finite duration of oscillations, is an indication of their
temporal growing and damping and constitutes an issue
for which there has not been firm observational evidence
until very recently.

Molowny-Horas et al. (1999) analysed time series of
Hβ filtergrams of a prominence acquired at the VTT tele-
scope of Sac Peak Observatory and showed that velocity
perturbations with periods between 28 and 95 min exist at
different spatial locations in the prominence and that the
amplitude of oscillatory motions decreases in time (Fig. 1),
with damping times between 101 and 377 min. From this
analysis, it also turns out that the damping per period
(i.e. the ratio of the period to 2π times the damping time)
ranges from 0.03 to 0.11.

Often, prominences have been represented by means
of vertical plasma slabs having prominence physical prop-
erties and permeated by a horizontal magnetic field. The
oscillations of these slab-like structures have been theo-
retically modeled using linear and adiabatic MHD waves
(Joarder & Roberts 1992, 1993a, 1993b; Oliver et al. 1992
(hereafter Paper I), 1993; Oliver & Ballester 1995, 1996).
A common approach is to represent the cool prominence
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Fig. 1. Observed Doppler velocity (dots) and fitted function
(continuous line) as functions of time at two different points
in a quiescent prominence (Molowny-Horas et al. 1999). The
period is 70 min in both points and the damping time is 140 and
101 min, respectively. The function fitted to the observational
data is of the form v0 cos(ωt+ φ) exp(−t/τD).

and the surrounding hot corona by means of two isother-
mal regions with a strong discontinuity in the temper-
ature profile, while the magnetic field is assumed to be
transverse or oblique to the configuration. In the case
of transverse magnetic field and when the longitudinal
wavenumber is not taken into account, fast and slow mag-
netoacoustic modes are decoupled from the Alfvén mode
and, using appropriate boundary conditions, dispersion
diagrams for the fast and slow modes can be obtained.
These modes can be classified in internal, external or hy-
brid, depending on the zone responsible for their presence;
in particular, hybrid modes are due to the joint pres-
ence of the prominence and the corona. Also, from the
above mentioned diagrams the periods of oscillation can
be obtained, which allows to identify the modes poten-
tially responsible for long, intermediate- and short-period
oscillations. In fact, short- and long-period oscillations in
a configuration with transverse magnetic field are linked
to internal and hybrid modes, respectively (Joarder &
Roberts 1992; Oliver et al. 1993). Other effects such as
the influence of field-line curvature and gravity have also
been investigated. Joarder & Roberts (1993a) analysed the
case of Menzel’s prominence model subject to adiabatic

perturbations and found that the period of the slow mode
changes significantly when stratification is considered.

Although many different mechanisms, non-ideal ef-
fects, optically thin (or thick) radiation, retardation effects
due to the finite time required for perturbations to travel
between the prominence and photosphere (Schutgens
1997), wave leakage, etc., can be responsible for the damp-
ing of wave motions, the most simple approach is to take
into consideration a radiative loss term in the energy equa-
tion based on Newton’s law of cooling with a constant
relaxation time (τR). Then, the modes may have com-
plex frequencies and so perturbations contain a term of
the form exp(−t/τD), where τD is the damping time. In
essence, temperature fluctuations produced by the passage
of a wave are assumed to be radiatively damped on a char-
acteristic time scale τR. The limit τR →∞ corresponds to
a perturbation that takes infinite time to damp, i.e. the
adiabatic limit, while τR = 0 corresponds to perturbations
which are immediately damped, i.e. the isothermal limit.
For 0 < τR <∞ the situation is intermediate between the
isothermal and the adiabatic limits and heat is exchanged
between different locations at finite speed (Mihalas &
Mihalas 1984). In the case of a magnetised medium, this
approach was used by Webb & Roberts (1980) who anal-
ysed magnetohydrodynamic waves in an unbounded at-
mosphere in the presence of a uniform vertical magnetic
field, by Bünte & Bogdan (1994) who studied magneto-
atmospheric waves in infinite and semi-infinite stratified,
isothermal atmospheres, and by Banerjee et al. (1997) who
have considered the effects of radiation losses on magneto-
atmospheric-gravity waves in a stratified, magnetised at-
mosphere having a vertical magnetic field and bounded in
the vertical direction.

In summary, our main goal in this paper is to investi-
gate the influence of radiative dissipation, represented by
means of Newton’s law of cooling, on the normal modes
of oscillation of two classical quiescent prominence mod-
els (the Kippenhahn-Schlüter and Menzel’s solutions).
Within this study, we find the slow and fast magnetoacous-
tic modes, having complex frequencies as a consequence of
the damping mechanism, plus a radiation-induced or ther-
mal mode, having a purely imaginary frequency and thus
of no relevance to prominence oscillations. Then, we con-
centrate on the magnetoacoustic modes and investigate
their dispersion diagrams, period of oscillations, damping
times, ...

2. Basic equations

2.1. Equilibrium configuration

2.1.1. Kippenhahn-Schlüter model

In a Kippenhahn-Schlüter model, the prominence is
considered as a thin isothermal sheet of cool plasma
supported by magnetic tension against gravity and lat-
erally compressed by magnetic pressure against the out-
ward pressure gradient. We adopt a coordinate system
with the two horizontal x- and y-axes going across and
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field lines in Menzel’s prominence model
(solid lines) and in the Kippenhahn-Schlüter model (dashed
lines). The vertical stratification of Menzel’s solution shows up
in the separation between magnetic field lines, which grows
with height. To compute these solutions the parameter values
used are B0x = 5 G, ρ0(x = 0, z = 0) = 1.2 × 10−10 kg m−3,
T0 = 7× 103 K and µ̃ = 0.7.

along the prominence, respectively, and the z-axis lying
in the vertical direction. Then, the equilibrium variables
are denoted as ρ0(x) for the density, p0(x) for the pressure
and B0(B0x, 0, B0z(x)) for the magnetic field, which gives
place to a one-dimensional equilibrium since, although
gravity is present in the model, there is no vertical strat-
ification. Considering this configuration, the equilibrium
equations are given by

1
µ
B0z

dB0z

dx
+

dp0

dx
= 0, (1)

1
µ
B0x

dB0z

dx
= ρ0g, (2)

p0 =
ρ0RT0

µ̃
, (3)

with B0x = constant and T0 = constant.
The boundary conditions used in integrating these

equations are

B0z → ±Bz∞, p0 = 0 as x→ ±∞ (4)

and B0z = 0 at x = 0 by symmetry. With these condi-
tions, the equilibrium vertical magnetic field component
and density are given by

B0z(x) = Bz∞ tanh
(
Bz∞
2B0x

µ̃g

RT0
x

)
(5)

and

ρ0(x) =
B2
z∞

2µ
µ̃

RT0
sech2

(
Bz∞
2B0x

µ̃g

RT0
x

)
, (6)

with the pressure determined from Eqs. (6) and (3). The
shape of magnetic field lines in a Kippenhahn-Schlüter
model with typical prominence temperature and magnetic
field strength can be seen in Fig. 2.

2.1.2. Menzel’s model

This is a two-dimensional, isothermal prominence model
in which pressure has the separable form

p0(x, z) = P (x) exp
(
− z

HB

)
, (7)

where HB is the magnetically-modified scale height. In
addition, the magnetic field is

B0(x, z) =
(
−∂F
∂z

, 0,
∂F

∂x

)
, (8)

with the flux function, F , given by

F (x, z) = f(x) exp
(
− z

2HB

)
· (9)

After imposing force balance, f(x) must satisfy the differ-
ential equation

4H2
B

d2f

dx2
= −f + qβ0f0

(
f0

f

)(2q+1)

, (10)

with q = HB/H0− 1, H0 = RT0/µ̃g being the hydrostatic
scale height, and β0 the plasma β at x = z = 0.

Equation (10) can be solved numerically with the
boundary conditions

f(x) = f0,
df
dx

= 0 at x = 0. (11)

Then, the flux function can be determined from Eq. (9)
and the magnetic field follows from Eq. (8), while the
plasma pressure is

p0(x, z) =
1

2µ
β0

4H2
B

f2
0

[
f0

f(x)

]2q

exp
(
− z

HB

)
· (12)

The density can now be computed from this expression
and the ideal gas law.

For q > 1 and qβ0 > 1 the function f(x) has a
minimum, and thus the pressure has a maximum, at
x = 0, resulting in a prominence-like equilibrium in which
the tension of concave magnetic field lines can support
the dense material (see Fig. 2). Taking a typical value
of the plasma β in the central part of the prominence,
β0 = 0.1, the above constraints reduce to q > 10. Now,
since Menzel’s solution is periodic in the x-direction, it
is usual to consider the prominence confined between the
first maxima of f(x) on both sides of the origin. Given this
“definition” of prominence width, the larger the parame-
ter q, the thicker the prominence, so in practice there is
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also an upper bound for allowed values of q. We here select
q = 14, for which the prominence edge is at x0 = 5236 km
from the prominence centre, with 2x0 the prominence
width. To investigate the effect of the magnetic field line
curvature we have also selected q = 18 with the same
prominence width.

In the limit qβ0 = 1 Menzel’s model reduces to a purely
horizontal, stratified magnetic field. In this case, the mag-
netically modified scale height is given by

HB =
p0 +B2

0/2µ
ρ0g

· (13)

2.2. Linearised equations

To study the linear oscillations of the equilibria described
in the previous section we use the standard set of linearised
MHD equations,

∂ρ1

∂t
= −ρ0∇ · v − v · ∇ρ0, (14)

ρ0
∂v

∂t
= −∇p1 −∇p1m + T1 − ρ1gêz, (15)

∂B1

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B0), (16)

p1

p0
=
ρ1

ρ0
+
T1

T0
, (17)

where the subscripts “0” and “1” denote equilibrium and
perturbed magnitudes, and the perturbation to the mag-
netic tension T1 and to the magnetic pressure p1m are
defined as

T1 =
1
µ

[(B0 · ∇)B1 + (B1 · ∇)B0] , (18)

p1m =
B0 ·B1

µ
· (19)

The above equations are supplemented with the linearised
energy equation, which is written as

1
T0

∂T1

∂t
+ (γ − 1)∇ · v = − 1

τR

T1

T0
, (20)

where radiative losses have been represented by means of
“Newton’s law of cooling”, τR being the so-called radia-
tive relaxation time. In the incompressible regime, this
parameter determines the characteristic time it takes for
the temperature to return to its equilibrium value after the
system has been perturbed. Hence, the limit τR →∞ cor-
responds to disturbances that are never damped because
there is no heat transfer between plasma elements, i.e. adi-
abatic disturbances, while the limit τR = 0 corresponds to
waves that enormously favour heat exchange and which
maintain the plasma isothermal. Finite, non-zero values
of τR result in intermediate situations.

Perturbations are assumed to be of the form f1(r, t) =
f1(r) exp(iωt), ω being the frequency. All one has to do

now is to insert perturbations into Eqs. (14)–(16) and (20)
to derive the expressions governing the linear MHD oscil-
lations of the system. Nevertheless, the process of deriving
the wave equations for an isothermal equilibrium, such as
the Kippenhahn-Schlüter or Menzel’s ones, can be simpli-
fied by following Bünte & Bogdan (1994). These authors
pointed out that, in an isothermal atmosphere, the effect
of Newton’s cooling can be easily taken into account by
substituting in the adiabatic wave equations the ratio of
specific heats, γ, by the complex γ̂ defined as

γ̂ =
1 + iωτRγ

1 + iωτR
· (21)

Hence, we only have to replace in the adiabatic wave equa-
tions the adiabatic sound speed, cs = (γp0/ρ0)1/2, by the
complex ĉs given by

ĉ2s = γ̂
p0

ρ0
· (22)

Note that in the adiabatic limit γ̂ = γ while in the isother-
mal limit γ̂ = 1, which means that the sound speed in the
isothermal case is lower than in the adiabatic situation.

Before writing down the wave equations a last remark
about the vertical dependence of perturbations is in order.
Physical variables in the Kippenhahn-Schlüter model only
depend on x, so that the spatial part of perturbations can
be written as f1(r) = f1(x) exp(−ikzz), where propaga-
tion in the y-direction is discarded. In Menzel’s model, the
physical variables have an exponential height dependence,
but it is still possible to express the spatial part of distur-
bances as f1(r) = f1(x) exp[(−ikz + 1/2HB)z]. Hereafter
we write the derivatives in the z-direction as −ikz, keeping
in mind that when Menzel’s model is considered, kz must
be replaced by kz + i/2HB.

Under the previous assumptions, the linearised conti-
nuity equation, the perturbed gas law, the energy equation
and the x- and z-components of the induction equation re-
duce to

iωρ1 = −ρ0
dvx
dx

+ ikzρ0vz −
∂ρ0

∂x
vx −

∂ρ0

∂z
vz , (23)

iωp1 = −γ̂p0
dvx
dx

+ ikzγ̂p0vz −
∂p0

∂x
vx −

∂p0

∂z
vz, (24)(

iω +
1
τR

)
T1 = (γ − 1)T0

(
−dvx

dx
+ ikzvz

)
, (25)

iωB1x = −ikzB0zvx + ikzB0xvz +
∂B0z

∂z
vx −

∂B0x

∂z
vx(26)

and

iωB1z = −B0z
dvx
dx

+B0x
dvz
dx
− ∂B0z

∂x
vx +

∂B0x

∂x
vz . (27)

We next use Eqs. (26) and (27) to calculate the perturbed
Lorentz force and then insert ρ1 and p1 from Eqs. (23)
and (24) into Eq. (15), whose x- and z-components reduce
to

d2vx
dx2

= q1
dvx
dx

+ q2
dvz
dx

+ q3vx + q4vz (28)
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Fig. 3. Dispersion diagrams of slow and fast magnetoacoustic modes in Menzel’s equilibrium with a) τRcs/x0 →∞ (adiabatic
perturbations), b) τRcs/x0 = 1 (radiatively damped perturbations) and c) τR = 0 (isothermal perturbations). The modes in
the diagram correspond to solutions with vx even and vz odd about x = 0.

and

d2vz
dx2

= q5
dvx
dx

+ q6
dvz
dx

+ q7vx + q8vz . (29)

Expressions for the complex coefficients q1–q8 are given in
Appendix A.

Equations (28) and (29) govern the propagation of fast
and slow modes and constitute the main result of this
section. The main difference between these equations and
those solved in previous adiabatic studies bears in both
the complex sound speed, ĉs, and complex frequency, ω.

We supplement the above differential equations with
the rigid boundary conditions

vx(±x0) = vz(±x0) = 0, (30)

where x0 is the half-width of the prominence.

On the other hand, the expressions that describe
Alfvén waves are obtained from the y-component of
Eqs. (15) and (16), which couple together vy and By, and
will be not considered here.

3. Results

The coupled system of ordinary differential Eqs. (28)
and (29), subject to the boundary conditions (30), has
been solved following the procedure outlined in Paper I.
For both the Kippenhahn-Schlüter and Menzel’s mod-
els, we have considered the following parameter values:
B0x = 5 G, ρ0(x = 0, z = 0) = 1.2× 10−10 kg m−3, T0 =
7 × 103 K and µ̃ = 0.7, for which cs = 11.76 km s−1 and
the plasma β attains the maximum value 0.1 at the promi-
nence centre. Furthermore, the prominence half-width x0

has been taken equal to 5236 km in all calculations, which
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Fig. 4. Dispersion diagram of slow and fast magnetoacoustic modes in a Kippenhahn-Schlüter equilibrium with τRcs/x0 →∞,
i.e. adiabatic perturbations (solid lines), and τR = 0, i.e. isothermal perturbations (dashed lines). The modes in the diagram
correspond to solutions with vx even and vz odd about x = 0.

corresponds to the position of maximum height of mag-
netic field lines in Menzel’s model with q = 14.

3.1. Dispersion diagrams

To study the effect of Newton’s radiative cooling on the
magnetoacoustic modes of both equilibria, we have first
plotted the dispersion diagrams for different values of τR
(Figs. 3 and 4). We concentrate in oscillatory modes
with vx even and vz odd about x = 0, although the con-
clusions presented here are valid for modes having the op-
posite parity. Three representative values of τR have been
considered, namely τR → ∞ corresponding to the adia-
batic case (Figs. 3a and 4); τR = 445 s (τRcs/x0 = 1) cor-
responding to an intermediate case (Fig. 3b); and τR = 0
which corresponds to the isothermal case (Figs. 3c and 4).
Here, it is worth to point out that the value of τR in so-
lar prominences is not very well known. Assuming opti-
cally thin radiation, Hood (1992) estimated a value for
the radiative time around 1 s in prominences and 3000 s
in the corona. The assumption of optically thin radiation
can be considered valid in the prominence-corona transi-
tion region (PCTR), where the radiative times goes from
10 s, at the prominence boundary, to 3000 s, at the corona
boundary. Although the above values of τR in the corona
and PCTR seem quite reliable, there is a much greater
uncertainty about the correct value of this parameter in
prominences, which may well be quite different from 1 s
(i.e. τRcs/x0 = 2.2× 10−3).

Such as expected, it turns out that for both equilibrium
solutions, the fast mode frequency appears practically

unaffected by the radiation mechanism (Roberts 2000),
while slow mode frequencies become appreciably smaller
when going from the adiabatic to the isothermal limit,
due to the decrease of the effective value of the sound
speed. In addition, it must be pointed out that in the
case of Menzel’s prominence model (Fig. 3), the funda-
mental slow mode shows a dispersive behaviour, since its
frequency changes with the vertical wavenumber, while
slow mode harmonics are non dispersive. It is interesting
to note that the fundamental slow mode in Menzel’s equi-
librium achieves rather long periods (up to 154 min) for
very small vertical wavenumbers and τR = 0 (see Fig. 3c).

3.2. Influence of τR on mode properties

We next concentrate on the fundamental slow and fast
modes in Menzel’s prominence model and plot some pa-
rameters versus the radiative relaxation time. These pa-
rameters are the real part of the frequency, representative
of the period of oscillation, the inverse of the imaginary
part of the frequency (equal to the damping time, τD =
1/Im(ω)) and the damping per period (introduced by
Stein & Spiegel 1967), given by the ratio of the imaginary
to the real part of the frequency (Dp = Im(ω)/Re(ω)).
For the fundamental slow mode, Figs. 5a and 5b show that
the frequency transition from the isothermal to the adi-
abatic situation takes place in the range of cooling times
4.45–4450 s (10−2−101 in dimensionless units), while al-
most simultaneously the damping time goes through a
minimum. Moving away from this minimum, either to the
adiabatic or to the isothermal limits, the damping time
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Fig. 5. Plot of some wave parameters versus the radiative relaxation time, τR, in Menzel’s prominence model: a) real part of the
frequency, b) inverse of the imaginary part of the frequency (i.e. damping time) and c) damping per period, Dp = Im(ω)/Re(ω),
for the fundamental slow mode with kzx0 = 2.

increases and tends to infinity as expected. Also, Fig. 5c
shows that the maximum of the damping per period oc-
curs for a value of τR close to the minimum of the damping
time.

In Fig. 6 we have plotted the same quantities as in
Fig. 5 but now for a smaller value of the vertical wavenum-
ber. Now, the transition from isothermal to adiabatic per-
turbations is slightly different and the period displays a
strong jump around τR = 330 s, reaching a maximum
value (well above 200 min) which is larger than that at-
tained in the isothermal limit. Also, both the damping
time and the damping per period show non-symmetric
profiles around τR = 330 s. This particular behaviour of

the fundamental slow mode at low kz is caused by the
destabilising action of gravity, which becomes dominant
for low kz and kx (and thus for small ω). In fact, this effect
is closely related to a situation in which the slow mode can
become unstable and which is discussed in Appendix B
with the help of a vertically stratified configuration with
horizontal magnetic field. An important consequence of
the behaviour shown in Figs. 6a and 6b is that certain
combinations of low kz and radiative relaxation time (τR)
can give place to slow modes with long periods and short
damping times.

In Fig. 7 we have plotted the same parameters as
before but for the fundamental fast mode. Now, the
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Fig. 6. Plot of some wave parameters versus the radiative relaxation time, τR, in Menzel’s prominence model: a) real part of the
frequency, b) inverse of the imaginary part of the frequency (i.e. damping time) and c) damping per period, Dp = Im(ω)/Re(ω),
for the fundamental slow mode with kzx0 = 0.2.

transition between the isothermal and adiabatic limits oc-
curs at a different value of τR with respect to the slow
mode, the change in the real and imaginary parts of the
frequency is quite small and the maximum damping time
is approximately ten times the period, so the effect of the
dissipation mechanism on fast modes is almost negligible.

Now, the computed Dp can be compared with the val-
ues obtained by Molowny-Horas et al. (1999), which are
in the range 10−2−10−1. For the fundamental slow mode,
Figs. 5c and 6c show that the damping per period lies be-
tween 10−2 and 10−1 for a wide range of values of the ra-
diative relaxation time (10 s≤ τR ≤ 104 s), for which there
is a strong damping of oscillations. On the contrary, the

fundamental fast mode is not so strongly damped and Dp

is around 10−2 at most (Fig. 7c).

On the other hand, the maximum value of the plasma
pressure, density and temperature perturbations has also
been plotted against the radiative relaxation time (Figs. 8
and 9). To evaluate these three parameters, p1(x), ρ1(x)
and T1(x) have been computed from Eqs. (23)–(25) and
the maximum value of their modulus, which gives an idea
of the strength of these perturbations, has been kept. From
Fig. 8 we notice that, in the adiabatic and isothermal
limits, the perturbed pressure modulus is equal to per-
turbed density plus perturbed temperature moduli, which
implies that time variations of the three physical variables
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Fig. 7. Plot of some wave parameters versus the radiative relaxation time, τR, in Menzel’s prominence model: a) real part of the
frequency, b) inverse of the imaginary part of the frequency (i.e. damping time) and c) damping per period, Dp = Im(ω)/Re(ω),
for the fundamental fast mode with kzx0 = 0.2.

are in phase. This not the case for intermediate values
of τR, for which these variables are out of phase. It is
also interesting to point out the behaviour of tempera-
ture variations versus the radiative relaxation time (see
Fig. 8c). Temperature perturbations attain the same am-
plitude in the range of τR between ∞ and 330 s and, for
smaller values of this parameter, their amplitude decreases
exponentially with τR such as corresponds to isothermal
disturbances. This allows to make a clear distinction be-
tween the adiabatic and isothermal regimes. On the other
hand, since the results indicate that the oscillatory param-
eters are greatly influenced by the vertical wavenumber

and it is not easy to infer the value of kz from obser-
vational data, we have considered a typical prominence
height H = 5 × 104 km and have taken λz = 2H, so
that kz = π/H or kzx0 = 0.33. Then, for this ver-
tical wavenumber, we can calculate the period and the
maximum damping time for the fundamental slow mode,
the first slow harmonic and the fundamental fast mode,
in both the Kippenhahn-Schlüter and Menzel’s equilib-
ria (Table 1). The first conclusion is that, in both con-
figurations, fast modes do not suffer time damping while
slow modes are strongly affected by the considered dissipa-
tion mechanism. In particular, for a Kippenhahn-Schlüter
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Fig. 8. Menzel’s prominence model: Behaviour of the pressure, density and temperature perturbations, normalised to their
equilibrium values, versus the radiative relaxation time, τR, for the fundamental slow mode. Maximum modulus of a) p1(x),
b) ρ1(x) and c) T1(x).

prominence, the fundamental slow mode is practically
undamped while the first harmonic is strongly damped.
However, in Menzel’s prominence model the fundamen-
tal mode as well as its harmonics are all strongly damped.
The difference in the period and damping time for the fun-
damental slow mode in Menzel’s equilibrium with q = 14
and q = 18 is due to their different scale height which
makes the effect of gravity less significant for q = 18. To
analyse in more detail the damping times of slow modes
in both equilibria, we have plotted the minimum value of
the damping time, τDmin, and the corresponding radiative
time, τRmin, versus kz (see Figs. 10 and 11). In both mod-
els, τDmin and τRmin show more dependence on kz for the

fundamental slow mode than for its harmonics. In particu-
lar, for Menzel’s model there is a great difference between
the values of damping time for high and low values of
the vertical wavenumber, this difference being caused by
gravity’s effect such as was pointed out before. Also, no-
tice that all the harmonics have similar values for τDmin

and τRmin in both equilibria.

3.3. Mode coupling

Next, we have constructed three-dimensional dispersion
diagrams by plotting the real and imaginary part of ω
versus kz . In the adiabatic limit (e.g. Paper I and
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Fig. 9. Menzel’s prominence model: Behaviour of the pressure, density and temperature perturbations, normalised to their
equilibrium values, versus the radiative relaxation time, τR, for the fundamental fast mode. Maximum modulus of a) p1(x),
b) ρ1(x) and c) T1(x).

Joarder & Roberts 1993a), the dispersion diagrams show
“avoided crossings” between the two magnetoacoustic
modes, i.e. regions in the diagnostic diagram where a
strong coupling between the modes takes place and the
character of solutions is a mixture of both modes. Now,
the effect of Newtonian cooling on these avoided crossings
deserves attention. As can be seen in Fig. 12a, the imagi-
nary part of ω has quite different values for slow and fast
modes. Near the avoided crossing the modes interchange
their behaviour and slow modes are transformed into fast
modes and vice versa. As the value of τR is decreased, solu-
tions are damped in time and so the imaginary part of the

frequency increases, but now the two modes no longer ex-
change their properties as kz is varied in the diagnostic
diagram following slow and fast branches (Fig. 12b). In
fact, there is only a minor sign of coupling between fast
and slow modes around kzx0 = 3.6. Newtonian cooling
can even suppress modes coupling for certain values of τR
(Fig. 12c). In the isothermal limit (τR � 1), the imaginary
parts of the frequency cross again (Fig. 12d) in a similar
way as in Fig. 12a, until the imaginary part disappears
in the purely isothermal case, as expected. Banerjee et al.
(1997) found a similar behaviour for the imaginary part
of ω in the case of a bounded vertical magnetic field with
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Fig. 10. Kippenhahn-Schlüter model: a) Minimum value of the damping time, τDmin, and b) radiative relaxation time for
which τDmin is attained, τRmin, versus the dimensionless vertical wavenumber. Dashed and solid lines correspond to the funda-
mental slow mode and its first harmonics, respectively.

gravity and Christensen-Dalsgaard (1981) obtained a sim-
ilar result studying non radial oscillations in the case of
non adiabatic waves.

4. Conclusions

As a first approach to explain the time damping detected
in observations of quiescent prominence oscillations, we
have considered a radiative loss term, represented by
Newton’s law of cooling, in the system of linearised equa-
tions describing the oscillations of two different quiescent
prominence models. The main conclusions we have ex-
tracted from this study are:

1. In the Kippenhahn-Schlüter model, the fundamental
slow mode is almost undamped while its harmonics are
strongly damped. On the opposite, when a Menzel’s
prominence model is considered, all slow modes display
strong time damping.

2. Two values of the the parameter q in Menzel’s model,
namely q = 14 and q = 18, have been considered. It
has been found that when q is increased (that is, when
the curvature of magnetic field lines is increased) the
oscillatory period of the fundamental slow mode for
intermediate values of τR decreases, while the damping
time increases.

3. In both equilibrium models, fast modes are practically
undamped and their frequency is not seriously modi-
fied by the damping mechanism.

4. When Menzel’s model is considered, high values for
the oscillation periods are obtained in the regime of
small vertical wavenumbers. Then, some combinations
of low vertical wavenumbers and τR give place to slow
modes having long periods and short damping times.

5. Since velocity perturbations corresponding to slow
modes are polarised in the horizontal direction per-
pendicular to the prominence sheet (in equilibrium
configurations with transverse magnetic field such as
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Fig. 11. Menzel’s prominence model: a) Minimum value of the damping time, τDmin, and b) radiative relaxation time for
which τDmin is attained, τRmin, versus the dimensionless vertical wavenumber. Dashed and solid lines correspond to the funda-
mental slow mode and its first harmonics, respectively.

the ones considered here), the damping of oscillations
should be more easily observed in prominences at the
limb, such as in Molowny-Horas et al. (1999), and not
in filaments observed on the disk.

6. The behaviour of the three-dimensional dispersion di-
agrams has been studied and the peculiar effect of the
radiative losses on the avoided crossings of the magne-
toacoustic modes has been pointed out.

7. Such as was pointed out in the Introduction, another
mode is present in both equilibrium configurations, the
thermal mode. The frequency of this mode is purely
imaginary, i.e. it is a purely time damped mode (see
Webb & Roberts 1980). However, we are not interested
in this mode because it does not represent propagating
waves.

The considered damping mechanism only allows to ex-
plain the time damping of slow modes, and it would be

necessary to resort to a different mechanism to explain
the damping of fast modes. A possibility is to consider
the fibril structure of prominences, with fibrils modeled
as thin flux tubes, and to study the leakage of energy of
fast modes confined within these fibrils (see Joarder et al.
1997; D́ıaz et al. 2001). Then, different damping mecha-
nisms could be working at the same time, which would
allow to explain the damping of the different magnetoa-
coustic modes. On the other hand, it is difficult to clearly
identify the different modes of oscillation from observa-
tions of prominence oscillations. For instance, in the case
of a sheared prominence, the coupling of slow, fast and
Alfvén modes is expected to produce important modifica-
tions in the velocity perturbations characterising each of
those modes (Joarder & Roberts 1993b).

Finally, the damping of perturbations is probably a
common feature of prominence oscillations, so this theo-
retical line should be developed further by exploring more
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. Three-dimensional dispersion diagrams showing the effect of Newton’s law of cooling at the “avoided crossings”
between a slow and a fast mode for a) τR = 4.5× 106 s, b) τR = 445 s, c) τR = 222 s, d) τR = 0.04 s.

sophisticated energy equations allowing to study the effect
of radiation, conduction and heating on prominence oscil-
lations, the effect of wave leakage, resonant absorption,
etc.
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Appendix A: Coefficients of the governing
differential equations

The coefficients of the two second order differential equa-
tions (Eqs. (28) and (29)) are the following,
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Table 1. Oscillatory periods, maximum damping times and corresponding radiative relaxation times for the Kippenhahn-
Schlüter and Menzel’s equilibrium models. All the solutions have been computed with kzx0 = 0.33.

Equilibrium Fundamental slow First harmonic slow Fundamental fast
T (min) τD (min) τR (s) T (min) τD (min) τR (s) T (min) τD (min) τR (s)

24.9 ∞ ∞ 9.8 ∞ ∞ 6.1 ∞ ∞
K − S 25.2 525 223 11.1 12 89 6.1 133 58

25.3 ∞ 0 12.6 ∞ 0 6.1 ∞ 0

47.2 ∞ ∞ 11.4 ∞ ∞ 6.8 ∞ ∞
Menzel (q = 14) 88.9 14 267 13.7 9.4 97 6.8 52 9

134.9 ∞ 0 16.5 ∞ 0 6.9 ∞ 0

42 ∞ ∞ 11.1 ∞ ∞ 6.6 ∞ ∞
Menzel (q = 18) 51.1 40 312 13.2 10 96 6.6 68 8

59.1 ∞ 0 15.7 ∞ 0 6.8 ∞ 0
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Appendix B: Instability conditions

In the case of Menzel’s prominence configuration, a better
understanding of some properties of slow modes with small
kz (in particular, the variation of ω with τR in Fig. 6) can
be obtained by considering a simple structure for which
the wave equations can be treated analytically. We con-
sider a horizontal magnetic field in an isothermal, strati-
fied medium (that is, curvature effects are removed) and
we assume that the system is unbounded in the x- and
z-directions. In this case Eqs. (28)–(29) result in the well
known quadratic dispersion relation in ω2,

ω4 −
(
c2s + v2

A

)(
k2 +

1
4H2

B

)
ω2

+v2
Ac

2
sk

2
x

(
k2 +

1
4H2

B

)
+ g

(
c2s
HB
− g
)
k2
x = 0, (B.1)

where k2 = k2
x + k2

z .
Equation (B.1) indicates that modes become unstable,

i.e. ω2 becomes negative, when the independent term is
negative. This is the condition for magnetic buoyancy in-
stability, which is satisfied when the horizontal wavenum-
ber, kx, is smaller than a critical value, kxmax,

k2
x < k2

xmax = −
(
k2
z +

1
4H2

B

)
+

1
v2

Ac
2
s

g

(
g − c2s

HB

)
· (B.2)

To have instability, the second term on the right-hand
side of this expression must necessarily be positive. Using
Eq. (13) for the magnetically modified scale height, a nec-
essary condition to be satisfied is

v2
A

c2s
> 2

(
γ − 1
γ

)
= 0.8 (B.3)

or in terms of the plasma beta

β <
1

γ − 1
= 1.5, (B.4)

which is the condition found by Pintér et al. (2000), who
analysed a similar equilibrium configuration in which the
Alfvén mode is present and ky 6= 0. This result im-
plies that only strong magnetic fields can be unstable.
Equation (B.3) is a necessary but not sufficient condition
to have instability because the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (B.2) shows a dependence on the vertical
wavenumber and thus only vertical wavenumbers smaller
than a critical value give rise to instability. Then, to have
instability,

k2
z < k2

zmax = − 1
4H2

B

+
1

v2
Ac

2
s

g

(
g − c2s

HB

)
· (B.5)

The same arguments can be applied for purely isothermal
disturbances. In this case, the adiabatic sound speed (cs)
must be replaced by the isothermal sound speed (cs/

√
γ)

in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.5). Now, the critical wave numbers
are given by

k2
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and

k2
zmax = − 1

4H2
B

+
1

v2
Ac

2
s

g

(
γg − c2s

HB

)
· (B.7)

Note that both the critical horizontal and vertical
wavenumbers possess larger values than in the adiabatic
limit. The isothermal case gives a wider region of insta-
bility in the dispersion diagram and condition (B.3) now
reduces to
v2

A

c2s
> 2

(
γ − 1
γ2

)
= 0.48. (B.8)
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Fig. B.1. Dispersion diagram for the slow mode in an unbounded, vertically stratified atmosphere with horizontal magnetic
field. a) Adiabatic perturbations and b) isothermal perturbations. Solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to kz = 0, 0.9kzmax

and kzmax, see Eqs. (B.5) and (B.7). Dashed-dotted lines correspond to the slow mode in a non stratified equilibrium (HB →∞).

Therefore, we conclude that isothermal perturbations are
more unstable than adiabatic ones, and magnetic fields
that are stable in the adiabatic case can become unstable
in the isothermal limit.

Next, dispersion diagrams of the slow mode have been
obtained by solving Eq. (B.1) for adiabatic and isother-
mal perturbations (see Fig. B.1). In these plots, values of
the vertical wavenumber between 0, which results in the
maximum value of kx for which there is instability, and
kzmax have been used. According to Eqs. (B.2) and (B.6),
the instability domain for each kz ≤ kzmax consists of the
region to the left of each curve in Figs. B.1a and b. It is
interesting to note that for high values of kx the frequency
tends to that of a slow mode in a uniform medium.

In the present unbounded medium all values of kx
are admissible and those satisfying kx ≤ kxmax,

with kz ≤ kzmax, correspond to unstable disturbances.
However, in bounded systems like those considered in this
paper, the wavenumber is quantised in such a way that
different harmonics in the dispersion diagram (such as in
Fig. 3) essentially select the appropriate kx so as to satisfy
the boundary conditions at x = ±x0. As the order of the
harmonic is increased, the effective horizontal wavenum-
ber also increases. Then, taking Fig. B.1 as a guide, the
fundamental slow mode in Menzel’s configuration must be
closer to the instability domain than any of its harmonics
and the tendency towards instability must be accentuated
for small kz . This is the reason for the large values of the
period found in Fig. 3.

When temperature disturbances of this unbounded
configuration are governed by Newton’s law of cooling,
the sound speed must be substituted by that given by
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Fig. B.2. Slow mode dispersion diagram in an unbounded, vertically stratified atmosphere with horizontal magnetic field. The
frequency has been plotted against kx for the most destabilising vertical wavenumber (kz = 0) and different values of the
radiative relaxation time: τRcs/x0 →∞ (solid line), τRcs/x0 = 1.2 (dashed line), τRcs/x0 = 0.2 (dotted line) and τRcs/x0 = 0
(dashed-dotted line).

Eqs. (21) and (22) and the dispersion relation becomes
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(B.9)

Now it is possible to study the influence of Newton’s law
of cooling on the stability properties of the slow mode in
the unbounded medium. After selecting the most unsta-
ble vertical wavenumber (kz = 0) the slow mode frequency
has been computed from Eq. (B.9) for several values of τR.
Figure B.2 reveals that, as one moves from the adiabatic
to the isothermal limit, the stability curve does not show a
gradual change between the corresponding curves, and so
the slow mode does not become progressively more unsta-
ble as τR decreases. Instead, the mode first becomes more
stable (τRcs/x0 = 1.2) and then, for smaller values of the
radiative relaxation time (τRcs/x0 = 0.2), becomes more
unstable than in the isothermal limit. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to select a horizontal wavenumber, e.g. kxx0 ' 3.7
in Fig. B.2, for which the slow mode is stable in the adi-
abatic and isothermal limits but is unstable for interme-
diate values of τR. Turning back to radiatively damped
MHD perturbations of Menzel’s configuration, the above

behaviour is basically what we see in Fig. 6a: starting
from the adiabatic limit (τR → ∞) the real part of the
frequency decreases towards its value in the isothermal
regime (τR = 0), but for a small range of τR the combined
effect of gravity and Newton’s law of cooling tend to desta-
bilise this slow mode and ω displays a sharp minimum.

As a final remark, Fig. B.1 clearly shows that gravi-
tational stratification is responsible for the destabilisation
of the slow mode and that for HB → ∞ (such as in the
Kippenhahn-Schlüter model, in which gravity is present
but does not give rise to stratification) this mode is al-
ways stable. This is in good agreement with Galindo-Trejo
& Schindler (1984), who showed that the Kippenhahn-
Schlüter configuration is stable, and with Galindo-Trejo
(1987), who showed that for a certain range of parameters
Menzel’s equilibrium solution is unstable.
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